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TOPOLOGICAL PROJECTIVE PLANES 

By S. Arumugam 

1. Introduction 

A topological projective plane is a projective plane in which the space of 

points .9 and the space of lines sf' are endowed with topologies r .9' and ~ 2 

respectively such that the 0야rations of joining and intersecting are continuous 

in both variables. We obtain a description of the to∞logies T &- and 't'!i!' i n terms 

。f the topology r of the associated ternary ring by using convergence of nets 

and deduce that in the case of a topological pappian plane the space of points 

is homeomorphic to the space of lines. We also obtain another description of the 

topologies c!J' and r 2 by specifying the basic 。야n sets. Usi ng this we derive 

a necessary and sufficient condition for a locally compact topological ternary 

ring to coordinatise a compact projective plane. \Ve assume the coordinatization 

。f a pr이ective plane given in [2] . All the to∞logies consider어 are assumed t。

be Hausdorff 

THEOREM 1. 1 [3] . The terllary ring (S. T) of a topological þrojective þlane is 

a topological ternary ring with a topology t' ψhich is homeomorphic 10 an affine 

ray of points 

THEOREM 1. 2 [2] . The set of þoints of an affine þlane is homeolllorþhic to the 

þrod.ιt of an affille ray with itself 

For topological terminologies we refer [1] 

2. Desc: riptioß of !' 9' and =-~ in terms of T. 

THEOREM 2.1 Let (S, T , r) be a tOþological ternarγ ring coordinatisillg a topo~ 

logical proJecth:e plane. Then the convergence schemes ;n (.9',!',9) and (.,2?, t'!i!') are 

as follows 

(i) A net (x. ,y.) • (x ,y) ιf x.• x and Ya• y. 

(ii) (x. ,y.) • (111) iff x~ →o and tn • m where x' is the [μi invuse 01 x_ in S a-- a. a a 
and Ya = maZa 

(iii) (x.카) , 혐0， →(∞) iff y는o and ’”는o whtre Ya=ma 
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(iv) (O， y，> →(∞) iJJ y는O. 
(v) (m.) • (m) iJJ m. -'m. 

(vi) (m.> • (∞) iJJ m~→O‘ 
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(Vll) A net qf lmes [ma, ca] comlerges to the llne [m, c] lI ma- -m md ca→ι 

(viii) [1I1al Ca]• [kJ iJJ m는o and xa• k where T(ma , xa,ca)=O 

(ix) [m.,c.J, m .. =I=O, • [∞J iJJ m는o and 강-，。 

(x) [O,c.1 →∞ iJJ c~→O 
(xi) [k.J• [kJ iJJk. -k. 

(xii) [k.J →〔∞J iJJ 샤→0 

PROOF. Since (S, r) is homeomorphic to .n .ffine r.y of points and the . 

product space Sx S is homeomorphic to the set of points of .n .ffine plane we 

get (i) and (v). We prove (ii) and the proof for the remaining cases is 

similar. Let (xa'강)→ (m) . We may assume that xa* O for all a. Since Ya=maXa’ 

the point (x. ,y.) Iies on the line [m.,OJ and it follows from the continuity of 

joining that the net of Iines [’"., OJ• [m, OJ. Hence (m.)-(m) 50 that 11l. ’m 

AI50 [x.1 → [∞J and hence [x. J n [0, IJ = (x., 1) • (0) SO that x;• O. Converse 

follows by reversing the .bove steps 

The ternary ring of • Pappian pl.ne is a field F .nd • point is represented 

by • f.mily of ordered triples (aÀ , bÀ , CÀ) where a, b, c .re fixed but not.1I zero 

and À=I= O. A line .Iso is represented by • f.mily of ordered triples [μl.þm， μnJ 

where 1, m, n are not all zerO and μ=1= 0. 

Further (x,y,z)E[I,m,nJ iff Ix + my+ n% = O. 

The function (.x, y) • (.x, y, l) 

(m) • (1, m, 0) 

and (∞)→ (0， 1 ， 0) is an incidence preserving map between the tw。

I.bellings of the se! of points. In this case the convergence scheme described 

in theorem 2. 1 le.ds to the following. 

THEOREM 2.2. In a tOþological Paþþian þlane coordinatised by a Jield F a net 

01 þoints Pa converges 10 P iff there exist reþresentations Pa *= (xtt ,Ya• Za) for ~ 

and P* = (x,y, z) for P such that Pa * • P" in F3
, 

A similar resul! is true for the space of lines of • topologic.1 Pappi.n pl.ne 

.nd hence we have 
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THEOREM 2.3 In a topological PaPPian plane the space of points is homeomorphic 

. to the space ollines. 

In the following theorem we s야cify a basis for the spaces (.9', T.9) and 

(!it', r s.-) in terms of the open 않ts in the associated to띠。gical ternary 

ring (S, T , r). 

THEOREM 2.4 Let (S, T , r) be a topological ternary ring coordωati::ing a 

topological þrojective þlane. Then the basic oþen sets in (.9, 't.9) and (.!íf', 't,y) are 

. as follows: 

(i) A basic open set containing (x,y) is ollhe lorm U x V where U is an oþen 

set cOlltaining x and V is an oþen set conlaining y in S 

(ii) A basic open set containing the þoint (m) is obtained as follows: Let U be an 

open sel containing 0 aηd V be an oþen set containing "π ‘n S. 

Let Nu, v= l(x,y) lxlεU and wε V where y=wx) U {(w) JψεVI. 
Then NU• v is a basic open set containing (m). 

(…) A basic open set containing the point (∞ is obtained as f ollows: Let U be 

an open set containing 0 in S 

Let Nu= l(1,y) lyleU a,ld zulε U where y = wx) U {(tν) J w'EUI U {(∞) 1. 

Then Nu is a basic oþen set containing ∞) . 

‘ (iv) A basic oþen set containi생 the line [m, c] is obtained as follows: Let U be 

an open set conlaining m and V be an oþen set containing c in S. Then {[s. tJ I 
sEU. IEV} is a basic open set containing [m, c]. 

‘ (v) A basic open set containing the line [k] is obtained as follows: Let U be an 

open set containing 0 and V be an oþen set conlaining k in S. 

Let N' u v= {[s, t ]J s'E드U and r EV where r is given by T(s, r, t)=이 U { [r]J rεVI. 
Then N' u. v is a basic open set contaim'ng [kJ, 

(vi) A basic open set containing lhe line [∞] is obtai ned as follows‘ Let U be an 

open set containing 0 in S 

Let N ’U={ [S, t ]J t'EU and r'EU ψhere r is given by T(s, r , t) =이 U l[r ] | rIe갚l} 
U ([∞] ) . 
7‘hen N ’U is a basic oþen set containing [∞]. 

PROOF. It is easy to show that the family of sets described in (i) , (ii) and 

‘ (i ii) forms a basis for a topology on .9' and the convergence scheme with 
respect to this topology coincides with the convergence scheme descri야d in 
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theorem 2.1. 

3. Compad projective planes 

In a topological projective plane, (.9", <.9) is compact iff (2", T "..) is compact. 

Such a projective plane is called a compact projective plane. In this case the 

ass。이ated ternary ring is locally compac t. Now , let (S, T , T) be a locally com

pact topological ternary ring coordinatising a compact projective plane. We 

denote by SU {∞1 the one-point compactilication of (S, <). Clearly f: SU (∞l • 

[∞1 defined by f(m) = (m) and f(∞) =(∞ is a homeomorphism where [∞1 is 

given the relative topology 01 (.9", T 9') . Hence it lollows Irom theorem 2.1 

that a net x. in S converges to the ideal point ∞ in the one-point compactifi

cation 01 S iff xl • O 
a 

THEOREM 3.1 Let (S, T , T) be a locally compact topological ternary ring co

ordinatizing a compact projective plane. Then the basic oþen sets ;n (.9, t .9) and 

(2", < ..... ) are as folloψs. 

(i) A basic open set containing (x,y) is 01 the fornz Ux V where U is an open 

set containing x and V ;5 an open set containing y ’n S 

(ii) Let C be a compact suhset 01 S x S and V an oþen set contaÎnÎng m ;n s. 
Let Bc• v= ((x,y) 1 (x， y)용C and y= wx for some wEV) U {(，ι) 1 ψEVJ 

Then Bc v is a basic open sel containing (m). 

(iii) A basic oþen sel contaim'ng ∞) is obtained as α (ii) by replacing V by 

an open set contaim:ng the ideal point ∞ in the ont point compactification 01 S. 

(iv) Let U be an open set containing m and V be an open set coutainiη'g c in S. 

Then {[s , tJ IsE U, tEV} is a basic open set containing [m, cJ. 

(v) Let C be a compact subset of Sx S and V be an open set contailling k in S 

Let B' c. v= ([s , tll [s, tlεC and rEV where T(s， r ， t)=이 U {[rJ IrEVJ 

Then B’c, v is a basic open set containing [kJ. 

(vi) A basic open set containing the line [∞1 is obtained as in (v) by rePlacing 

V by an open set contal:ning the ideal point ∞ in the one poi’'lt compactJficatio끼 
of S. 

PROOF. The family of sets described in (i) , (ii) and (iii) lorms a basis for a 

topology on .9 and this to∞logy is the same as the topology described in 

theorem 2.4 
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THEOREM 3.2 A topological projective Plane coordinatised 상 a non-discrete

locally comþact ternary ring (8. T , r) is compact iff each ray of points is homeo

rnorþhic to the one-þoint comþactification of S. 

PROOF. Supp。똥 that each ray of points is hom∞morphic to the One point 
compactification of S. Let (V .. ) be an 。야n cover for .9 by basic 0야n sets 

described in theorem 3. 1. Since the ray of points [∞J is compact, it can be 

coveredbyafinitenumberofopensets, say V J' V2"" , V .. Now .9-(VJU V2 U '" 

V n) is a compact subset of the affine plane .9- [∞J and hence can be covered 

by a Iinite num냥r oI Vi . Hence (..9', r.9) is compact. The converse is trivia I. 

COROLLARY 3.3 A topological projective Plane coordinatised by a locally compact 

non-discrete toþological ternary ring (S, T , r) is comþact iff (S, r) satisfies the 

following condition (A). 
(A) : A net X a in S converges 10 the ideal þoint ∞ in the one-þojnt comþactification 

of S iff 강→O 

THEOREM 3.4 A topological projective Plane coordinatised by a locally compact 

71on-discrete topological ternary ring (8, T , r) is compact, iff (S, r) satisfies the 

following condition (B) 

(B) ν X a and ya are nets in S conνerging to the ideal point ∞ in the one-point 

comþactzjication 01 S then the net X dYa also converges to ∞. 

PROOF. Let x.→∞ Suppose 강 has a convergent sub빠 convergmg to an 

element # 0 in S. Let y=xl where xεS. Then the corresponding subnet of x. 

converges to X which is a contradiction. Also if X a has a convergent subnet con

verging to ∞ then by (B) the constant net 1 converges to ∞ which is again a contra 

l ’ diction. Thus every convergent su bnet of x~ converges to 0 and hence 자 converges 

to O. Sin빼r1y ， if 검 converges to 0 then :.t'a converges to ∞. Thus (S, t) 

satisfies condition (A) of CoroIlary 3.3 and hence the plane is compact 
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